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If you can think of it – we can carry it.
Your bike. Your kayak. Your skis.
Your boat. Your tent. Your gear.
All within reach.
Wherever you want to go.
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car roof the ideal place for carrying the
equipment you need to seek out the powder.
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Whatever your water sport passion, Thule has
a transport solution to bring your gear to the
water´s edge.

Instead of buying a bigger car – expand it with
the help of a smartly designed, capacious and
easy-to-load roof box from Thule.

Bike carriers | 06-25
You never know when the urge will come to
switch from four to two wheels. Thule can offer
you three smart ways to transport up to four
bikes safely, easily and in style.
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Lines that harmonise with one of the world’s
most design-intensive products – the car
Thule’s design process starts as soon as the idea for a new product sees the light of day. The design is based around a
range of different variables, with visuals having to be balanced against user needs, function, the production process,
materials and environmental considerations. Other key variables are aerodynamics and safety. The visual appearance
develops gradually during the long and detailed development work. Once the design has been fully hammered out it
should fit in with Thule’s extensive design policy. “If you look at our products, you’ll see that they follow an extremely
consistent design language,” says Henrik Eriksson, designer at Thule. “Instead of following extreme trends and
short-lived fashions, we stick to refined and stylish shapes that harmonise with a design that sets the bar extremely
high – the design of your car.”
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The Design

“

The visual look is just one part when we design
a Thule product. In our design work, we always
focus on the needs of the user, the function,
the choice of materials and environmental
considerations.

Henrik Eriksson, Designer, Thule Sweden

www.thule.com



Cycling to freedom
Mountain Bikes have opened up a whole
new level of freedom for those who love
to get around on two wheels. They are
designed and equipped for the toughest
terrain imaginable. So put them on the
roof, lock them in place and get out there!

The place:

Livigno, Italy
The equipment:

Thule Rapid System
750 with aerobar
Thule OutRide 561
Thule ProRide 591

Bike carriers for roof mounting

Cycling competition, day trip,
or a free ride? Use the car roof
A roof-mounted bike carrier from Thule keeps your bike in a firm and secure
grip. Kilometer after kilometer. High above road dust, dirt and grit. Thule has
three first-class bike carriers developed, designed and constructed to be
mounted on the car roof. And they’re all extremely easy to fit directly onto
Thule’s ingenious load carriers.
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01.

Professionals often prefer the
car roof for their bikes. The reason is
simple: the bikes are transported high
above the dust and dirt of the road.

02.

Got a towbar? With your bikes on
the roof, the towbar is free to attach your
caravan, trailer or whatever other equipment you usually hitch up.

03.

Thule has three convenient solutions for
carrying your bike on the roof – all designed
to make it quick and easy for you to load,
secure and lock the bike in place.

T e c h n i c a l i n f o r m at i o n – pa g e 5 4

THULE ProRide
The optimum bike carrier
for the car roof.
With its stylish aluminium frame,
great stability and extremely easy
loading, this is an uncommonly smart
design. After having lifted up the
bike, which immediately comes to
rest against the frame holder, simply
turn the knob. Secure the wheels
and you’re done! All adjusting and
securing is done comfortably at roof
height. The perfect mode of transport
– whether you’re heading for tough
mountainbiking terrain or stunning
cycle trails.

Bike carriers for roof mounting

The smartest, most elegant solution for loading
and transporting a bike on the roof
THULE ProRide 591
• The self-adjusting and upright (you don´t have to hold it in position) frame
holder, into which the bike automatically slides, makes bike loading easy.
• Adjusting and securing is done comfortably and quickly,
with a turning knob, at roof height.
• Quick-release straps, adjustable for different wheel sizes,
hold the wheels securely in place.
• Light and convenient aluminium design.
• Can easily be fitted on either side of the car roof.
• Lockable - bike to bike carrier, bike carrier to load carrier.
• Best in test.
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THULE OutRide 561
Professional and stylish carrier for those
who want to fork-mount their bike.
• Easily adjustable snap-on fastener for all types
of forks, including carbon fibre forks.
• Suits bikes equipped with disc brakes.
• Quick-release strap for rear wheel,
adjustable for different wheel sizes.
• Integrated adapter for bikes with 20 mm axles.
• Light and convenient aluminium design.
• Quick and easy mounting - no loose parts.
• Lockable – bike to bike carrier, bike carrier to load carrier.

THULE FreeRide 530
A safe and robust bike carrier with a new,
more functional design.
• Frame holder with quick-lock, fits most frame sizes.
• Lockable - bike to bike carrier, bike carrier to load carrier.
• Quick release straps, adjustable for different wheel sizes.
• Easy mounting, no loose parts.

Special accessories
THULE Wheel adapter 9772

THULE One Key system

Special protection for road bikes and mountainbikes. Place
between the strap and the rim. Protects the rim on mountain
bikes and helps secure the wheels of road bikes.

Simply replace all the lock cylinders on
your load carrier and accessories (roof
box, bike carrier, ski carrier etc.) and you
can use the same key for all the locks!
Depending on how many Thule products
you have, you can choose a One Key
System with 4, 6, 8 or 12 locking cylinders.
Art. no. 544, 4 cylinders, 2 keys
Art. no. 596, 6 cylinders, 2 keys
Art. no. 588, 8 cylinders, 3 keys
Art. no. 452, 12 cylinders, 4 keys

THULE Wheel Bag 560/563 XL
Specially designed high-quality bag in two sizes, to protect
the bike wheel during transport and storage. Wheel Bag 560 is
designed for road bike wheels and 563 XL for wheel sizes up
to 74 cm. Extra reinforcement to protect spokes and hub.
Inside pocket for small tools, etc. Strong nylon handle.
Great accessory, for example for Thule OutRide.

THULE Wheel
Carrier 545-1
A carrier for the front wheel with
regular axle. Perfect accessory for
Thule OutRide. Possible to fold
down when not in use. Fits both
aero and square bars.

www.thule.com
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Bike carriers for towbar mounting

If your car has a towbar, we’ve got
solutions for bikes and other loads
Thule offers an extremely wide range of bike carriers for mounting on a towbar
– from simple, but secure, designs to elegant and advanced transport solutions for
up to four bikes. All easy to mount and to store. This Thule category also includes
an unusually flexible transport solution which, with various accessories, can carry
many of your bulkiest loads. As well as bikes, of course.

01
02

03

01.

After a day-long trek, maybe you
don´t want to lift your bike higher
than necessary? Put the bike on a
towbar-mounted bike carrier.

02.

If the whole family wants to join
you on your bike trip, a high-capacity
towbar mounted bike carrier is what
you should choose.

03.

Do you want to bring along your
bike but your car roof is occupied
by a box and a kayak? A towbar
mounted bike carrier is the solution.

T e c h n i c a l i n f o r m at i o n – pa g e 5 4 - 5 6

THULE EuroClassic G5
Combining stylish design
with superior function.
This towbar-mounted bike carrier is in
a league of its own when it comes to
elegance. With its bold good looks, the
Thule EuroClassic G5 works beautifully
with the lines of every modern car.
Add the fact that it is highly stable and
extremely easy to mount and load, and
you have the ideal bike carrier for those long,
relaxing cycling trips with the whole family.

Bike carriers for towbar mounting

A new compact 2-bike version and a new highcapacity version of the No 1 bike carrier in its category
THULE EuroClassic G5 908
The new, compactly designed 2-bike version of our most exclusive bike carrier is
even easier to mount and load.
• Simple securing to the towbar by closing
a lever – one movement, one hand.
• New, smart tilt function for convenient
boot access with bikes in place.
• Detachable and easy-to-move frame holders.
• Innovative design conforms to the latest car models.
• Fits all bikes and wheel sizes.
• Easy to fold up, stow away and store.
• Lockable – bike to carrier, carrier to towbar.
• Carries two bikes, three with adapter 9081.

New!

x2+1
x3+1

THULE EuroClassic G5 909
The new high-capacity version of the
most stable and elegant bike carrier for
towbar mounting.
• Simple securing to the towbar just by closing
a lever – one movement, one hand.
• New, smart tilt function for convenient
boot access with bikes in place.
• Detachable and easy-to-move frame holders.
• Innovative design conforms to the latest car models.
• Fits all bikes and wheel sizes.
• Easy to fold up, stow away and store.
• Lockable – bike to carrier, carrier to towbar.
• Carries three bikes, four with adapter 9081.

New!

x2+1
x3+1

Features

Special adapters
04

05

01

02

03

01. Movable bike frame holder
The entire bike frame holder can be easily released from the carrier, which makes it very
easy to load the bikes, especially when you load many bikes. It is just as easy to attach
again, to where it best corresponds with the position of the bike frame.
02. EuroClassic G5 Coupling
Simple securing to the towbar by closing a lever – one movement using one hand.
03. Tilt function
The carrier can be tilted, which gives access to the boot even when bikes are mounted.
With clearance for vans with large rear doors, like the VW T5.

14
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04. Need to transport an extra bike?
Thule EuroClassic G5 9081 adapter
With the help of Bike Adapter 9081 it is possible to increase
the capacity of both the EuroClassic G5 models with one bike.
Max. load capacity 15 kg.
05. Having a rear mounted spare wheel?
Thule EuroClassic G5 9042 Spare wheel adapter
Allows you to mount a Thule EuroClassic G5 on cars with a rear
mounted spare tyre. Reduces load capacity with one bike. Add
adapter 9081 if you want to increase the capacity with one bike.

T e c h n i c a l i n f o r m at i o n – pa g e 5 4 - 5 6

THULE EuroWay 945/947
The bike carrier for those looking to combine
safe transport with great design.
• Strong, patented coupling suits most types of towbars,
no adjustment necessary.
• Tiltable with bikes in place for easy access to the boot.
• Detachable and easy-to-move frame holders.
• Fits most bikes and wheel sizes.
• Easily folds flat for simple storage.
• Comes in two sizes: Thule EuroWay 945 for two bikes,
and Thule EuroWay 947 for three.

THULE RideOn 9502/9503
Easily fitted and highly practical bike carrier
with great capacity.
• Patented coupling, fits most towbars.
• Tiltable with bikes in place for easy access to the boot.
• Detachable and easy-to-move frame holders.
• Bikes fixed in place with strong straps.
• Lightboard included for increased safety
and fulfillment of legal demands.
• Thule RideOn 9502 carries two bikes
and Thule RideOn 9503 carries three bikes.

www.thule.com
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Bike carriers for towbar mounting | easy base carrier system

Flexible bike carrier with ISO approved
towbar coupling and quick-tilt
THULE HangOn 3B 972/4B 9708
• Strong ISO approved coupling that needs no
pre-adjustment for fixation.
• Tiltable with bikes in place for easy access to the boot.
• Folds flat for easy storage.
• Strap and reflectors included for extra safety.
• Prepared for fitting lightboard 976
• 3B 972 carries three bikes and 4B 9708 carries four bikes.

THULE HangOn 3B 974
Flexible bike carrier with ISO approved
towbar coupling.
• Strong ISO approved coupling that needs
no pre-adjustment for fixation.
• Folds flat for easy storage.
• Strap and reflectors included for extra safety.
• Prepared for fitting lightboard 976
• Carries three bikes.

New!

THULE BoltOn 9705

THULE Xpress 970

The tiltable bike carrier for bolted
towbar – extremely easy to remove when
not in use.

The only bike carrier of its kind with an
ISO approved towbar coupling.

• Fitting of carrier to car with existing bolts and nuts easily removable with the bolted coupling mounted.
• Tiltable with bikes in place for easy access to the boot.
• For all bikes and wheel sizes.
• Towbar accessible for caravan or trailer with bike carrier mounted.
• Carries four bikes at convenient height from the ground.
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• Fits most frame sizes.
• Soft, protective frame holders keep the bikes in place.
• Pre-assembled with straps and reflexes for extra safety.
• Prepared for fitting lightboard 976.
• Folds flat for easy storage.
• Carries two bikes.

www.thule.com
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Four transport solutions in one for
all cars with a towbar
The base unit for this flexible solution is called the Thule
EasyBase. With four practical accessories and a few simple
manoeuvres, you can transform the Thule EasyBase into
whatever transport solution you need at the time.

Start with the base unit
THULE EasyBase 949
The base unit of the flexible new carrier system.
• Platform made of strong metal tubes.
• Patented coupling fits all types of towbars, and needs no adjustment.
• U-bar easily folds down for easy storage.
• Expands with Thule EasyBase accessories.
• Load capacity 60 kg.

Add your choice of accessories
THULE EasyBasket 948-3
Makes EasyBase ideal for even
the bulkiest load.
• Easily fits straight onto EasyBase, no tools needed.
• With its generous dimensions, it will load everything from
the lawnmower to bags with autumn leaves.
• Perfect for bulky, damp or dirty loads.

THULE EasyBike 948-1/948-2
Converts EasyBase to a practical
bike carrier for 1-3 bikes.
• Easily fitted straight onto EasyBase - no tools required.
• For all sizes of bike, can be combined to carry
a maximum load of 3 bikes.
• Easy to load and keeps bikes firmly secured.

THULE BackUp 900
Apply Thule BackUp and you’ll get plenty of
extra loading space.
• Robust luggage box, which gives the car 420 litres of extra space.
• Perfect if you want to use the car roof for a different load or when
you want to carry bulky items that need protection.
• Can also be fitted to Thule EuroClassic Pro and Thule BackPac.

THULE EasyBag 948-4
Additional storage space, that one can
simply fold and store away.
• Fitted straight onto EasyBase using strong straps,
no need for tools.
• Measures 110x55x53 cm, ideal for sportswear,
sports equipment, etc.
• Made of waterproof material, with taped seams and
a zipper with integrated lock.
• Special storage bag included.
www.thule.com
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Take the scenic route
Some paths are just too captivating not to
follow, whether you stumble on them by
chance or have planned your cycling route
with great detail. Bring your bikes along and
you can act on the spur of the moment.

The place:

Korzkiew, The Castle Hill, Poland
Ojców, The Chapel on the Water,
Poland
The equipment:

Thule Rapid Railing 755
Thule ClipOn High 9105
Thule Xpedition 820

Bike carriers for rear door mounting

No towbar? No problem. Thule has
bike carriers that fit to the rear door
You don’t feel like putting your bikes on the roof and you don’t have a towbar, but you
feel like bringing your bikes with you? Thule has the answer. We have several different
bike carriers that fit directly onto the rear door with a simple snap-on system. They
all sit securely in place, carry several bikes and are very easy to load and unload.
They then fold up flat for storage in the car or garage.

01

02

03

01.

When you don´t want to lift your
bike up on the car roof and your car
doesn´t have a towbar – this is the
obvious solution.

02. Do you want to transport
your bikes safely and securely
inside the rear door? Thule has
the solution.

03.

Got a towbar? With your bikes on a
rear-mounted bike carrier, you can attach
your caravan, trailer or whatever other
equipment you usually hitch up.

T e c h n i c a l i n f o r m at i o n – pa g e 5 5

THULE ClipOn High
Unbeatably easy bike transport
for cars without towbars.
Using the smart snap-on system,
this carrier can be mounted in just a
few minutes onto the rear door of the
car, where it will sit securely without
obscuring rear lights or number plate.
This is a convenient bike carrier that
is supremely easy to load and unload.
Perfect for taking a couple of bikes to
your summer hideaway, where the
bike carrier lifts off and folds up for
easy storage. It takes up little space
once folded.

www.thule.com
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Bike carriers for rear door mounting

A fast-mounted and convenient bike carrier with a
high position that keeps the rear lights visible
THULE ClipOn High 9105/9106
• Easy to mount to the rear door with a unique snap-on system
and patented locking mechanism.
• Rubber-coated frame holders.
• All parts in contact with the car are coated with
rubber for protection.
• Adjustable quick-release straps hold the wheels
securely in place.
• Quickly folds up for ease of storage.
• Carries up to two bikes.
• See the Thule Guide for car recommendation list.

THULE ClipOn 9103/9104
A fast mounted carrier for stable transport
of up to three bikes.
• Easy to mount onto the rear door with a
unique snap-on system.
• All parts in contact with the car and bikes are
coated with rubber for extra protection.
• Adjustable quick release straps hold the
wheels securely in place.
• Quickly folds up for ease of storage.
• Carries up to three bikes.
• See the Thule Guide for car
recommendation list.
• Prepared for fitting Thule lightboard 976.

22
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New!
THULE BackPac 973

THULE Freeway 968

Special carrier for transporting bikes
on vans and jeeps.

Economic alternative mainly
for saloon cars.

• Raised position, will not obscure the number plate or rear lights.
• A special kit adjusts the carrier to fit a number of vehicle models.
• Carries up to two bikes, or three to four bikes with an adapter.
• See the Thule Guide for car recommendation list.

• Easy to mount onto the rear door.
• All parts in contact with the car and bikes are coated with
rubber for extra protection.
• Carries up to three bikes.
• See the Thule Guide for car recommendation list.
• Prepared for fitting Thule lightboard 976.

THULE Hitching Post Pro 935

THULE InDoor 592

Special carrier for cars with an American
“hitch receiver” towbar.

Bike carrier for those who want to transport
their bike inside the car.

• Fits hitch receivers - 1 1/4 inch.
• For all types of bikes.
• Tiltable with bikes in place for easy access to the boot.
• Carries up to four bikes.

• Carries up to two bikes, or three bikes with an adapter.
• See the Thule Guide for car recommendation list.

www.thule.com
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Bike carriers accessories

Special accessories for your bike carrier
Our range of special accessories includes a durable,
lockable case for tools, clothing and anything else you
might need to take with you. Plus much more to make
life easier when carrying your bike to and from your
competition or trip.

THULE 3rd Brake light 9902
Accessory for cars when the load and bike carrier cover the
car’s rear lights. Specially made for mounting on Thule rear
mounted products or the bike frame.

THULE Lock 957
For locking Thule HangOn
and RideOn to the towbar.

THULE BikeCase 836

THULE 9901

Super rugged hard-shell travel case for road and mountain
bikes. With sturdy straps that keep the case together, gear bags
for tools, clothes etc. Wheels for easy handling. Lockable.

Converts the car’s 7 pin
electrical outlet to 13 pin.

THULE Wheel adapter 9772
Special protection for road bikes and mountainbikes. Place
between the strap and the rim. Protects the rim on mountainbikes and helps secure the wheels of road bikes.

New!
THULE Number plate 9762
A blank plate for fitting to the numberplate holder of the
bike carrier in countries where it’s not allowed to
remove the real plates from the car. Write on it by
hand or use stickers.

THULE Cable lock 538

New!

Plastic coated, 180 cm long steel cable
that locks almost anything. With lock
protection.

01
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THULE Bike frame adapter 981/982
Telescoping for easiest possible attachment to bikes with non-standard frames, as well
as ladies bikes and BMXs. Facilitates fitting of the bike to the bike carrier. Also available in
a non-telescoping version (982). Adapter 981 for carriers with bikes hanging (Thule ClipOn,
Thule HangOn etc) and adapter 982 for carriers with bikes standing on a platform
(Thule EuroClassic G5, Thule EuroWay etc).

THULE Wall hanger 9771
For functional storage of bikes and bike
carriers. Load capacity 40 kg.

New!
”I know that I can rely on Thule when it´s time
to transport my bikes to the start so that I can
concentrate on the race.”

THULE One Key system
Simply replace all the lock cylinders on your load carrier and
accessories (roof box, bike carrier, ski carrier etc.) and you can
use the same key for all the locks! Depending on how many
Thule products you have, you can choose a One Key System
with 4, 6, 8 or 12 locking cylinders.
Art. no. 544, 4 cylinders, 2 keys
Art. no. 596, 6 cylinders, 2 keys
Art. no. 588, 8 cylinders, 3 keys
Art. no. 452, 12 cylinders, 4 keys

THULE Lightboard 976
Substitutes the most important rear lights on your car. Easily fitted with adapter 9761
(Thule HangOn, Thule Xpress, ClipOn, Thule Freeway and Thule Xpress), or by using
straps (Thule BoltOn). Replaces Lightboard 975.

03

Tips!
01.

If your carrier is wide enough and you choose a slimmer
roof box, you can carry everything you need. With the right
accessories, you can transport two bikes next to the roof box!
02.

Is your bike equipped with disc brakes and you want to
carry it fork mounted? Thule has got the bike carrier that
suits your demands.
03.

Thule´s towbar mounted bike carriers allow you to use
the roof for boxes, watersport carriers, ski carriers and
other transport solutions.
www.thule.com
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Challenge the
forces of nature
Multisport – kayaking, biking and running – is the ultimate test
if you want to challenge yourself and the forces of nature. Just
make sure to use the energy when it is needed – in the actual
race, not in getting there.

The place:

Lecco, Italy
The equipment:

Thule Rapid Fixpoint XT Low 753
Thule Thule Hull-a-Port Pro 837
Thule EuroWay 947

W at e r s p o r t c a r r i e r s

When the next experience is just around the corner,
you need your boat within easy reach
The water is rippling, the sun is rising, only distant sounds can be heard. You unload the kayak. Quickly. Easily.
Quietly. Taking you and your waterborne transport on experiences like this is exactly why Thule has developed
a whole range of carriers for kayaks, canoes, surfboards and small boats. Smart, secure solutions that allow
you to save your energy for when it’s really needed – in the battle against wave, wind and current.

01
02

03

01.

You need a transport solution for
the kayak that leaves space for a
box? Take a look at Thule´s angled,
space saving water sport carriers.

02.

No more knots! You need
only hook Thule Quick Draw to
your car and water craft, give
it a yank and get going.

03.

Will you be alone on your
kayaking trip? Thule offers watersport
carriers that can easily be loaded by
a single person.

T e c h n i c a l i n f o r m at i o n – pa g e 5 8

THULE Hull-a-Port PRO
The ultimate in smart, easy-loading
transport solutions for your kayak.
The Hull-a-Port PRO, an evolution of the
successful Thule Hull-a-Port, can easily
be folded down when not in use. Among
other things this reduces wind resistance
and increases clearance for car park
entrances. Just like its predecessor,
the Hull-a-Port PRO has an angled,
space-saving design, that leaves space
enough on the car roof for two kayaks or
one kayak plus extra equipment. It’s easy
to load – simply angle the kayak against
the pads and it sits securely at once.

W at e r s p o r t c a r r i e r s

Tiltable, space-saving and
easy-to-load kayak carrier
THULE Hull-a-Port Pro 837
• Folds down to the level of the load carrier, so there is no need
to take it off to get into the garage.
• Stable, space-saving design.
• Pads with extremely thick felt layer to protect the hull.
• Powerful straps keep the kayak firmly secured.
• A rubber pad around the strap protects the kayak and the car
from scratches during loading and transport.
• Easy mounting system.

New!

New design!

THULE Hull-a-Port 835-1

THULE Kayak Carrier 520-1

Tried and tested space-saving,
easy-to-load kayak holder.

Foldable kayak stacker.
• Stable, space-saving design.
• Easy to fold down when not in use.
• Protection for buckle.
• Carries up to two kayaks.

• Stable, space-saving design.
• Pads with extremely thick felt layer to protect the hull.
• Powerful straps keep the kayak firmly secured.
• Rubber protection for buckle protects your kayak and the
car while facilitating the loading process.
• New design.
• Easy mounting system.

THULE Kayak Carrier 874

THULE Hydroglide 873

Adapts perfectly to the shape of the kayak.

The kayak carrier that is easily loaded by one person.

• Four adjustable rubber supports keep the kayak stable during transport.
• Large pads protect the hull.
• Powerful straps keep the kayak firmly secured.
• Rubber protection for buckle protects your kayak and the car
while facilitating the loading process.

• Felt-lined rear supports for easy loading. Simply slide the kayak up
onto the car roof.
• Large pads protect the hull.
• Powerful straps and adjustable rubber support on the front holder
keep the kayak firmly secured.
• Rubber protection for buckle protects your kayak and the car
while facilitating the loading process.

30
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THULE Wave Surf Carrier 832

THULE Sailboard Carrier 533/833

Specially designed carrier for surfboards.

Developed and tested by surfers for surfers.

• The board sits in a soft, protective rubber cradle.
• Secured with straps.
• Carries up to two boards.

• Classic Thule product used by windsurfers and surfers around the world.
• Secured with straps.
• Carries one board and two masts.
• 533 for use with square bar, 833 for use with aero bar.
• Protective pads included.

THULE Canoe Carrier 579

THULE Multi-Purpose Carrier 855

Holds both canoes and small boats securely in place.

Specially designed carrier for your accessories.

• Soft support pads for protection.
• Secured with straps.
• Carries one canoe or small boat.

• For transporting oars, paddles, masts, etc. up to 10 cm in diameter.
• Integrated cable locks to secure accessories.
• Carries up to three oars, paddles, etc.
• Available in a set of two.

Special accessories
Thule QuickDraw 838
Perfect for use as a bow and stern line, you need only
hook the Quick Draw to your car and boat, give it a yank,
and get going. A catch automatically locks when you pull
tight and releases just as easily by pushing a button when
you want to undo it again. We recommend that both the
bow and stern are secured to the car when transporting a
kayak or boat. You get two Quick Draws in a box.

THULE Windsurfing pads
Vinyl-covered protection for everything from boards to
small boats. Also good as separators when transporting
several boards. Available in three colours: 5602-red,
5603-black and 5601-blue.

THULE Straps
Sturdy, adjustable straps for safe transport with a tension
strength of 300 kg.
Art. no. 521, 1x275 cm.
Art. no. 524, 2x275 cm.
Art. no. 522, 1x400 cm.
Art. no. 523, 2x400 cm.
Art. no. 551, 2x600 cm.

www.thule.com
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Unload.
Saddle up.
Ride off.
The open fields, the shallow waters
and the soft forest trails – all are just
waiting to be explored. Load up,
take off and look for that perfect
place to begin your ride. Unload
your horse and tack with ease. Then
simply saddle up and ride off on an
adventure.

The place:

Pieniny Spiskie Mountains,
Białka river break, Poland
The equipment:

Thule Rapid Fixpoint XT 751
Thule Spirit 820

Roof boxes

Does your car feel one size too small?
Here are the roof boxes to make
it expand with style
Thule has roof boxes to make your car grow, without spoiling the carefully considered
look of the car. Boxes where the design language follows the laws of aesthetics as well
as aerodynamics. Boxes built to a level of safety that is a step ahead of international
safety standards. And added to that is a whole host of smart functions that are unique
to Thule – functions that make Thule’s boxes as easy to mount as they are to load,
whether you’re bringing skis, a baby buggy or just luggage.

THULE Spirit
Form, function and safety in a class of its own.
Just look at the lines – the balanced and streamlined design! Just like in modern car
design. The fluid shape makes for perfect aerodynamics – wind resistance, wind
noise and vibrations have been reduced to a minimum. The wide range of unique
and smart features makes it the perfect roof box.

T e c h n i c a l i n f o r m at i o n – pa g e 5 6 - 5 7

01
02

03

01.

Do you need space for a lot of luggage?
Place for your skis? Do you just want to
transport small items? 22 different boxes
give you all alternatives.

02.

Every roof box from Thule is
built for a tough outdoor life year
after year, in summer and in
winter.

03.

Smart mounting solutions
combined with low weight
makes a Thule box very easy
to mount.

Roof boxes

When you are looking for the ultimate box,
only the best will do
THULE Spirit 780/820
• Patented Power-Grip quick mount system, for fast and secure
fitting using one hand only.
• Advanced aerodynamics with diffuser technology and spoilers,
for minimized air resistance, wind noise and vibrations.
• Dual-Side opening for convenient mounting, loading and unloading.
• Central safety locking system with grip-friendly key.
• Available in two sizes and three exclusive colours.

THULE Atlantis 200/600/780/900
The most spacious roof boxes featuring
exciting design and smart functions.
• Patented Power-Grip quick mount system, for fast and secure
fitting using one hand only.
• Aerodynamic design for great stability, reduced air resistance,
wind noice and vibrations.
• Dual-Side opening for convenient mounting, loading and unloading.
• Central safety locking system with grip-friendly key.
• Available in four sizes in stunning glossy silver. Atlantis 780 also available
in black glossy.

THULE Pacific 100/200/500/600/700
A new line of functional boxes,
loaded with top features.
• Patented Fast-Grip quick mount system, with all
handling done from inside the box.
• Lowered base for reduced air resistance, wind noice and vibrations.
• Single-Side opening.
• Central safety locking system.
• Available in five practical sizes in silver grey colour. Pacific 600 and 700
also available in anthracite.
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Black glossy

www.thule.com

Silver metallic

Anthracite

Black glossy

Silver glossy

Anthracite

Silver grey
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Roof boxes

THULE X1
Rugged design for those who want to stand
out from the crowd.
• Quick-Snap mounting system, for easy
fitting of the box.
• Dual-Side opening for convenient
mounting, loading and unloading.
• Central safety locking system.
• Unique and spacious design in
special tech silver colour.

Tech silver

THULE Ocean 80
A great value luggage box with
practical features.
• Easy-to-use U-bolt mounting hardware.
• Rear opening with snap locking.
• Practical size in classic silver grey.

Silver grey

Thule MatchMaker | www.thule.com
ThuleMatchmaker helps
you choose a box
Go to www.thule.com and find out which Thule
roof box looks best on your car!

Special accessories
THULE Box Ski Carrier Adapter
Want to transport your skis safely and in style?
We recommend using the Thule box ski carrier. Just
select the right ski carrier for your box model, see
technical information on page 56-57.

New!

THULE Boxlift 571
The smartest way to store a roof box. Would you like to
load up and leave quickly? With the Thule Boxlift, you can
easily lift up the box to the garage ceiling. This lift works
perfectly, even for kayaks and surfboards.
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THULE T-Track Adapter
If you have special load carrier profiles or just want to
place your box in a discreet way on the load carrier, you
can also use the Thule T-track adapter as an option.
Please select the appropriate adapter kit, according to
the T-track dimension of your load carrier and the
Thule mounting system.

New!

THULE One Key system
Simply replace all the lock cylinders on your load carrier and accessories
(roof box, bike carrier, ski carrier etc.) and you can use the same key for
all the locks! Depending on how many Thule products you have, you can
choose a One Key System with 4, 6, 8 or 12 locking cylinders.
Art. no. 544, 4 cylinders, 2 keys
Art. no. 596, 6 cylinders, 2 keys
Art. no. 588, 8 cylinders, 3 keys
Art. no. 452, 12 cylinders, 4 keys

www.thule.com
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Thule’s flexible “fold & store” box is now
available in two different sizes
The newest contribution in this foldable roof box range is ideal for transporting
your skis. A Thule Ranger box is just as safe and functional as a regular box,
but requires only a fraction of its storage space. This in combination with
a number of clever features, strong waterproof material, sealed seams and
zipper, makes it a true Thule product. Simply pick it up, unfold onto the
load carrier, fix with the smart Easy-Snap system and start loading!

The easy to store roofbox with space
enough for your skis
THULE Ranger 500
• Foldable for convenient storage and handling. Turns into a
compact package that requires very little storage space.
• Easy-Snap quick mounting system for easy fitting
of the box, no tools required.
• Made of waterproof material, with taped seams
and a sealed zipper with integrated lock.
• Ski carriers for secure ski transport included.
• Extension areas with zippers to adjust the loading
space to the size of the load.
• Weight only 10 kg, loading capacity up to 50 kg.
• Colours: Black/Silver grey.

New!

THULE Ranger 90
The soft roof box you can roll up and
stick under your arm.
• Foldable for easy transport and storage – turns into a small
package that easily fits in the boot of the car.
• Easy-Snap quick mounting system for easy fitting of the box,
no tools required.
• Made of waterproof material, with taped seams and a sealed
zipper with integrated lock.
• Special bag for storing the rolled-up box included.
• Weight only 7 kg, loading capacity up to 50 kg.
• Colours: Black/Silver grey.

www.thule.com
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Roof boxes

What sort of box do you need?
Choose model, size and colour

Looking for the ultimate in style? The Thule Spirit is the most perfectly shaped
roof box on the market.

Lots of small items? Thule Pacific 100 is
one of our shortest boxes, but surprisingly
spacious.

Lots of luggage? A box like the new Thule Atlantis 900 carries an amazing
650 litres of luggage.

Difficult to store a roof box? Thule
Ranger 90 can be rolled up and stowed
away in a cupboard

Choose the right roof box and you can carry your bikes too.
If your carrier is wide enough and you choose a slimmer roof box,
you can carry everything you need. With the right accessories,
you can transport two bikes or a kayak next to the roof box!

Unique Thule roof box features
01. Power-Grip/ Fast-Grip
Thule’s patented quick mounting systems, Power-Grip and
Fast-Grip, help simplify the fitting of the box. With one
hand simply tighten the grip claws around the load carrier
bar by turning the knobs inside the box. For convenience
the Power-Grip system is pre-mounted inside the box.
For maximum security, both systems centre themselves
over the load carrier bars during tightening. Power-Grip is
standard on Thule Spirit and Thule Atlantic and Fast-Grip
is standard on Thule Pacific.

01

02

02. Thule diffuser technology
Longitudinal air channels and a spoiler on the box base
minimize air resistance, wind noise and vibrations for best
possible driving performance. Standard on Thule Spirit.
03. Dual-Side
Allows you to open the box from both sides, for easy mounting, loading and unloading. Standard on Thule Spirit, Atlantis
and X1.
04. Dual-Force
A patented spring system for easy opening and closing of the
box. Standard on all Thule boxes.

03

04

05. Central locking
Patented safety locking system – the key can only be removed if all locking points are closed. Standard on all Thule
boxes with side opening. A new grip-friendly key for better
handling is standard on Thule Spirit and Atlantis.
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Organize your gear quickly and easily with
the Load & Go series
This new bag range is specially designed
to fit Thule roof boxes, but is also perfect to
use in the boot of your car or on your carrier
basket. The bags provide an organized and
efficient storage solution for everything from
clothes to camping gear and other sports
and travel items. With a water resistant base
you can be certain that your gear stays dry.

03

04

05

01
02

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.

Go Box Express 8004
Go Box 8005
Go Pack Mesh 8003
Go Pack 8002
Go Pack Nose 8001

THULE Go Pack Set 8006

THULE Go Pack Nose 8001

Four smart bags that fit perfectly in
Thule roof boxes.

Bag specially shaped to fit in the
front of Thule roof boxes.

• Four-pack including three Go Packs 8002
and one Go Pack Nose 8001.
• Water resistant bases to protect the load.
• Shoulder straps and grips for easy and
comfortable handling.
• Luggage tags help organize the load.

• Maximizes the load capacity of the box.
• Water resistant base to protect the load.
• Shoulder strap and grips for easy and
comforable handling.
• Size (cm): 61x42x28

THULE Go Pack 8002

THULE Go Pack Mesh 8003

Durable bag that fits perfectly
in the Thule roof boxes.

Durable and light-weight bag for carrying
wet or damp items.

• Water resistant base to protect the load.
• Shoulder strap and grips for
comfortable handling.
• Size (cm): 61x33x30,5

• The mesh material makes this bag perfect
for carrying wet items.
• Water resistant base to protect the load.
• Shoulder strap and grips for easy and
comfortable handling.
• Size (cm): 61x33x30,5

THULE Go Box Express 8004

THULE Go Box 8005

Large capacity gear bag on
wheels, keeps all your
equipment in one place.

Great for organizing and
keeping your gear in place.
• The partitions makes it a simple organizer
in the trunk or in your home, perfect for all
kinds of gear.
• Foldable for easy storage when not in use.
• When folded only 30 mm thick.
• Size (cm): 61x33,5x30,5

• Top in mesh material makes it perfect for
carrying water sports equipment or other
damp items.
• Equipped with wheels and padded handles for easy handling.
• Foldable for easy storage when not in use.
• Size (cm): 63,5x35,5x33

THULE Go Ski Boot Bag 8008
Bag specially designed to carry the ski
boots while keeping your hands free.
• Shoulder straps grips for easy and
comfortable handling.
• Separate space for each ski boot.
• Two smaller pockets for other items.
• Carries 1 pair of ski boots.

THULE Go Pack Ski 8009

New!

Bag ideal to carry one or two pair of skis.
• Shoulder straps and grips for easy and comfortable handling.
• Extra thick padding to protect the ski bindings.
• Full size zipper.
• Reflecting stripes for extra security.
• Carries 1- 2 pair of skis.
• Size (cm): 190x36

www.thule.com
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Seek out the powder
Few skiing experiences can beat a long, pristine run of dry,
light powder. Know where you’re going? Load up the car
with your mates, skis, snowboards, bags – there’s room for it
all – and start heading for the slopes.

The place:

Cortina, Italy
The equipment:

Thule Rapid Railing 755
Thule Atlantis 900

Ski carriers

The ski carriers that keep the skiing adventures
for the slopes and trails
Do you seek out pristine white expanses? Or do you head for the well-prepared slopes and trails? Whatever your
choice of skiing adventure, Thule has the ski carriers to get your equipment to your destination safely, secure and in
style. No drama, no problems. The carriers are just as easy to mount on the car roof as they are to load and unload.
Ski carriers that you can trust even when icy temperatures and snowstorms threaten.

02

01

01.

All Thule ski carriers are made
for perfect function even on days
when the temperature is far, far
below zero.

02.

A detail you´ll like as you
stand there with frozen fingers are
the extra wide push buttons that
open the ski carrier.

03.

Tired of stretching over a
dirty car roof when unloading
the skis? Get a ski carrier that
“helps” you unload.

03
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Thule Xtender
So smart that it even helps
you to load up.
You won’t find a smarter ski carrier than this. You simply
slide out the upper section of the carrier, so that you
can easily load and unload your skis without having to
stretch over the car roof and risk getting your ski jacket
dirty or scratching your car. Another detail that you’re
sure to appreciate, as you stand there with frozen fingers or thick gloves on, is the extra large buttons that
open the ski carrier. A smart ski carrier for smart skiers.

Ski carriers

The ski carrier that helps you with
loading and unloading
THULE Xtender 739
• Slides out for easy loading and unloading.
• Aerodynamic design in aluminium.
• Raised design to keep high bindings from damaging the car roof.
• Holds up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards.

THULE Deluxe 726/727/740
Everything about this ski carrier
is “deluxe”.
• Exclusive, aerodynamic design in aluminium.
• Height adjustable to keep high bindings from damaging the car roof.
• Available in three sizes for up to six pairs of skis or up to four snowboards.

46
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THULE Snowpro 745/746/747
A classic ski carrier with thousands
of satisfied owners.
• Tried and tested by thousands of skiers around the world.
• Available in three sizes for three to six pairs of skis or two to four snowboards.

THULE Snowpro Uplifted 748

THULE Snowliner 737/738

30 mm raised version of the
Thule Snowpro, for high bindings.

A great value, quickly mounted
and reliable ski carrier.

• Holds up to four pairs of skis or two snowboards.

• Available in two sizes to carry four to six pairs of skis or two to
four snowboards.

Special accessories
THULE One Key system
Simply replace all the lock cylinders on your load
carrier and accessories (roof box, bike carrier, ski
carrier etc.) and you can use the same key for all the
locks! Depending on how many Thule products you
have, you can choose a One Key System with 4, 6, 8
or 12 locking cylinders.
Art. no. 544, 4 cylinders, 2 keys
Art. no. 596, 6 cylinders, 2 keys
Art. no. 588, 8 cylinders, 3 keys
Art. no. 452, 12 cylinders, 4 keys

New!

THULE Go Pack Ski 8009
Bag ideal to carry one or two pair of skis. Equipped with shoulder
straps and padded handles for easy handling. Strengthened padding
to protect the ski bindings. Full size zipper. Carries 1- 2 pair of skis.

www.thule.com
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Carrier baskets and special carriers

Accessories that set your car up
for adventure trips and for work
Thule’s load carrier system includes a wide range of carrier baskets.
We have everything from stylishly designed carrier baskets for camping
equipment to sturdy and robust carrier baskets for bulkier loads. And for
those who, privately or professionally, need to carry loads that normally
require a platform or trailer, we have some really smart solutions.

01
02

03

01.

Thule can help you prepare your car roof for carrying
everything from tents to building
materials.

02.

Upgrade your carrier basket
with Thule´s strong load net,
sturdy adjustable straps or
specially designed bag.

03.

Do you want a carrier basket that
harmonises with modern car design or
are you looking for a more rugged
design? Thule can offer you both kinds.
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Thule Xpedition
An uncommonly stylish load carrier
with hidden depths.
Made of aluminium, it has an aerodynamic
shape that harmonises with modern car
design. The unusually wide load-bearing
bars ensure that even a really big tent or
the most extensive collection of camping
equipment will be kept secure.

Carrier baskets and special carriers

The carrier basket for those seeking
elegant design and high capacity
THULE Xpedition 820/821
• Modern and aerodynamic design in durable aluminium.
• Generous load capacity, with wide bars.
• Six movable eyes for straps/load net make it easy to tie
down the load.
• Available in two sizes.

THULE Xplorer 713/714/715
Smart, functional carrier basket for even the
most demanding loads.
• Stable design in aluminium.
• Available in three sizes.

New!
THULE Xperience 828
Built for the outdoor adventurer’s lifestyle
with room for everything.
• Robust, built-in lightweight tubular steel.
• Adjustable load bars allow attachment of bike,
ski and water sport carriers.
• Equipped with a fairing for improved aerodynamics.
• Smooth, black finish.
• With extension 828-1, the basket can be extended
by 48 cm in length.

THULE Standard 581/582
Stable, great value carrier basket
for various bulky loads.
• Fold-down ends provide a flat surface for long loads.
• With adapter 584 and another standard carrier basket,
capacity can be extended.
• Available in two sizes.

Special accessories
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THULE Load net

THULE Nomad 834

Expandable, with ten movable hooks. Great accessory
for Thule carrier baskets. Available in two sizes:
Art. no. 595, 80x80 cm.
Art. no. 595-1, 130x90 cm.

Spacious bag in soft, waterproof material,
with integrated straps for securing in a
carrier basket . When not in use, the bag
simply folds up and packs away in its
special sack. 104x86x44 cm.

www.thule.com
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Special carriers for special demands
For occasions when you need to carry planks, ladders, pipes etc. that normally require a platform or trailer,
we have some really smart solutions.

THULE Load-Stop 502/503

THULE Ladder Carrier 548

• Strong load-stops developed in partnership with skilled craftsmen.
• The load-stops are easy to move and adjust according to the load.

• Flexible and easy-to-use loading accessory.
• Carries up to three ladders.

THULE Roller 815

THULE Strap Winch 552

• Ideal for loading longer objects like ladders, timber, etc.
• Roller mechanism makes it easier to slide long objects onto the car roof.
• The roller is rubber-coated for protection during loading.
• Can also simplify the loading of kayaks or surfboards.

• Strap and load-stop all in one.
• Including two winches and two 190 cm straps.

A system designed for
professionals

Special accessories

For really tough demands, Thule has designed a special
load carrying system – Thule Professional, designed for
work vans and professional users. Read more about
Thule Professional at www.thuleprofessional.com

THULE Straps
Sturdy, adjustable straps for safe transport
with a tension strength of 300 kg.
Art. no. 521, 1x275 cm.
Art. no. 524, 2x275 cm.
Art. no. 522, 1x400 cm.
Art. no. 523, 2x400 cm.
Art. no. 551, 2x600 cm.

The platform in Thule Professional is a
rugged Heavy-Duty Bar designed for high
load capacity.
•

The ingenious Conduit Box for loading
organizing and transporting pipes is one of
many innovative accessories.
•

Thule Ladder Tilt is another transport
solution for professionals making the work
easier and safer.
•
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There´s a Thule load carrier for
every car make and model
When choosing a transport solution, always start with the load carrier. And if you want a guarantee, just look for the Thule
trademark. Thule is the leading global developer of load carriers for cars. There is no better solution. Once you’ve mounted
the load carrier on your car, simply add the accessories you need to transport your gear elegantly, safely and securely.

Load carrier foot for cars with
normal roofs

Load carrier foot for cars with
roof rails

Load carrier foot for cars with
pre-installed fixpoints

Load carrier foot for cars with
integrated roof rails

T-track – the ingenious feature that gives Thule’s
load carrier system unique loading properties

01

All Thule’s aerobars are equipped with a
T-track – an ingenious feature that has clear
benefits:
• When you change load accessory, e.g.
from bike carrier to ski carrier, simply slide in
and attach the new accessory.
• You can use the whole length of the
aerobar, even the space above the load
carrier foot, to make space for several
accessories on the car roof.

01.
02.
03.
04.
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03

02

04

Choose the load accessory you need.
Fit Thule’s aerobars.
Slide in the accessory, which fits perfectly in the T-track.
The full length of the aerobar can be used.
www.thule.com

Load carrier Feet
Load Carrier feet are available as 4-packs and load bars as 2-packs.
For cars with
built-in fixpoints

For cars with
roof rails

New!

Name

For cars with
normal roof

For cars with
rain gutters

New!

Thule Rapid
Fixpoint
XT Low

Thule Rapid
Fixpoint
XT

Thule
Rapid
Crossroad

Thule
Rapid
Railing

Thule
Rapid
Railing

Thule
Rapid
Intracker

Thule
Rapid
System

Thule

Thule

Thule

753

751

775

757

755

4900

750

950

951

420

Load capacity (kg)1

100

100

100

100

100

75

75

75

100

100

Foot height (cm)2

8,5

11,5

6

7,5

7

5

14

14

15

29-79

Lock

•

•

•

•

•

•

One Key
System
544

One Key
System
544

527

•

Fits aero bars3

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fits square bars

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fitting kit needed

•

•

•

•

•

TUV approved ¨

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fulfils City Crash
norms

•

•

•

•

Fits railing
sizes
between
20-68 mm.

Fits railing
sizes
between
22-55 mm.

New fitting kits
are continuously
developed
for new car
models.

Fitting kits
available
for older
car models.
Also available for
commercial
cars as
Thule 960.

Also available for
cars with raised
roof, footpacks
952 (20 cm) and
953 (28 cm).
Footpacks
368 and 369
available for
cars with
narrow gutter.

For buses and
minivans with
rain gutters and
raised roof.
Can be raised
27-77 cm
with adapters
421 (27-44 cm),
422 (38-55 cm),
423 (61-77 cm).

Miscellaneous

New fitting kits are
continuously
developed
for new car
models.

•

•
Fits railing
sizes
between
18-50 mm.

¹Maximum load is the maximum approved weight for each type of load carrier. Consult your car manual for your car’s maximum load limit. ²Foot height is the distance from the base of the foot to the top of the bar.
Please note: for distances to the bottom of the bar, deduct 22 mm for squarebars and 27 mm for aero bars. ³Applies when using Thule’s original carrier. Please consult your Thule dealer before using with another
manufacturer’s carrier.

Load carrier bars

Fit your Thule load carrier in just
a few minutes
No tools are needed, everything is included. The carrier
fits perfectly and securely. All it takes is a few simple
actions by hand and a few minutes of your time.

For more information about load
carriers, go to www.thule.com or
see the Thule Guide.

Aero bars
Aluminium bars with a T-track
for easy fitting of accessories
give your load carrier an
exclusive look.
Art. no. 860, 108 cm.
Art. no. 861, 120 cm.
Art. no. 869, 127 cm.
Art. no. 862, 135 cm.
Art. no. 863, 150 cm.

Square bars
Traditional square bars in
steel with black, plastic
coating. Steel square
bars, thickness 2 mm
Art. no. 760, 108 cm.
Art. no. 761, 120 cm.
Art. no. 769, 127 cm.
Art. no. 762, 135 cm.
Art. no. 763, 150 cm.
Reinforced steel square
bars, thickness 3 mm
Art. no. 765, 163 cm.
Art. no. 766, 200 cm.
Art. no. 767, 220 cm.

www.
thule.
com
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Bike carriers for roof mounting

Features
01

Name

Thule ProRide

Thule FreeRide

Thule OutRide

591

530

561

1

1

1

Mounting of bike

Frame/wheel

Frame/wheel

Front fork/back wheel

Fits frame dimensions (mm)

ø Up to 100*

ø 22-70*

All

Fits wheel dimensions

All

All

All

Self-adjusting frame holder

•

Adjustable quick-straps
for wheels

•

•

•

Locks bike to carrier

•

•

•

Locks carrier to load carrier

•

•

•

Can be mounted on right or left side

•

•

•

Fits Thule aero bars

•

•

•

•

•

•

Included

889-2

Included

889-1

889-3

889-3

TUV approved

•

•

•

Fulfils City Crash norms

•

•

•

Aluminium. Very easy to
mount. *Round frame 22-80
mm, oval frame 80x100 mm.

* Oval frame, max 65x80 mm.

Aluminium. Also for bikes with
disc brakes and carbon fibre
forks. Adapter for forks with
20 mm axles is included.

Max. number of bikes

Fits square bars
Adapter for T-track (20x20mm)

1

Apapter for T-track (30x23mm)1

Miscellaneous

02

03

01. Adjust and lock comfortably
The securing of the bike is done at
comfortable roof height. Locking bike
to carrier and carrier to load carrier.
Standard on Thule ProRide.
02. Self adjusting frame holder
The self-adjusting and upright frame
holder (you don´t have to hold it in
position), into which the bike automatically slides, makes bikes loading
easy. Standard on Thule ProRide.
03. Wheel strap
Adjustable quick release wheel straps
for differently sized wheels. Standard
on all Thule bike carriers.

¹ Measure of T-track dimension.

Bike carriers for towbar mounting

New!

Name

Max. number of bikes
Load capacity (kg)
Weight (kg)
Fits frame dimensions (mm)

New!

Thule EuroClassic G5

Thule EuroWay

Thule RideOn

Thule HangOn

908

909

945

947

9502

9503

3B 972

4B 9708

3B 974

2 (3 with
adapter 9081)

3 (4 with
adapter 9081)

2

3

2

3

3

4

3

51* (51)

51* (60)

36

45

30

45

45

60

45

16

19

15

18

9

12

6,5

10

6

22-80

22-80

22-80

22-80

All

All

All

All

All

Wheel mounting on adjustable
holders

Quick release

Quick release

Adjustable straps

Locks bike to carrier

•

•

Accessory 538

Accessory 538

Locks carrier to car

•

•

•

•

Accessory 957

Accessory 957

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Tilt function, with bikes
Fits cars with exterior spare tyre
Rear lights
Powerplug

•

•

13-pin (7-pin with adapter 9901)
•

•

Fulfils City Crash norms

•

•
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•

•

With Spare Wheel Adapter 9042

TUV/euroBe approved

Miscellaneous

Accessory 526

3rd Brake light 9902 available.
* Max. weight per bike is
20kg, 15kg for adapter 9081.

7-pin

•

Accessory 976/975

7-pin

•

3rd Brake light 9902
available.

www.thule.com

•

•

•

•
Adapter 9761 needed for
fitting Lightboard 976.

•

Bike carriers for rear door mounting
New!

Name

Thule
BackPac

Thule
ClipOn High

Thule
ClipOn

For special
mounting

For mounting
inside the car

Thule
FreeWay

Thule Hitching
Post Pro

Thule
Indoor

973

9105

9106

9103

9104

968

935

592

2 (3 with adapter
973-23, 4 with
97323 + 973-24)

2

2

3

3

3

4

2 (3 with
adapter 593)

Load capacity (kg)

60

30

30

45

45

45

60

Weight (kg)

14

10

11

7

8,5

6

14,5

Max. number of bikes

With customizing kit

Mounting of carrier
Fits frame dimensions (mm)

Snap-on mounting system

Snap-on mounting system

Adjustable
straps

1,25” hitch

Inside the car

22-70

All

All

All

All

All

All

All

All

•

•

Accessory
538

Accessory
538

•

•

•

Sturdy strap
for fixation of
bikes included. Fits also
sedan cars.

For American cars
with 1,25 inch hitch
receiver.

Aluminium.
For mounting
inside the car.

22-70

Fits wheel dimensions

All

All

All

Rubber coated frame holder

•

•

•

Wheel mounting on
adjustable holders

Straps

Locks bike to carrier

•

Locks carrier to car

Accessory 567

Boot access with carrier
and bikes mounted

•

TÜV approved

•

Miscellaneous

Placement that
does not cover
the rear lights or
registration plate.
3rd Brake light 9902
available.

•

•

Quick release straps
•

•

•

•

•

•

Accessory
538

•

•

•

Placement that does not
cover the rear lights or
registration plate. For hatchback and estate cars. 3rd
Brake light 9902 available.

Easily mounted with
tightening flexibility.
Sturdy strap for fixation
of bikes included.
For hatchback cars.

See the Thule Guide for details regarding fit to different car models.

Features

01

Thule BoltOn

Thule Xpress

9705

970

4

2

60

30

8

4

All

All

02

03

05

Accessory 538

Accessory 538

Accessory 526

With padlock

04

•

Accessory 976/975

Accessory 976/975

•

•

Accessory 958
enables the carrier to
be mounted on an
alternative car.

Straps for fixation of
bikes included.

01. Thule EuroClassic G5 Coupling.
Simple securing to the towbar by closing a lever
– one movement, one hand. Gives exceptional
stability.
02. Protective frame holders.
Locks the bike firmly in place and protects the
frame.

04. Snap-on mounting system.
Very fast and easy-to-mount. Patented lock
mechanism.
05. Quick Release handle.
Used for easily tilting and folding the carrier.

03. Tiltable.
The carrier can be tilted, which gives access to
the boot even when bikes are mounted.

www.thule.com
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Roof boxes

Name

Size (cm)
Inner dimensions (cm)

Thule Spirit

Thule Atlantis

Thule X1

780

820

200

600

780

900

196x78x33

230x82x36

175x82x45

190x63x41

196x78x44

235x90x46

190x90x38
185x85

190x73

220x78

169x76

185x55

190x73

226x85

Weight (kg)

18

26

17

16

18

26

23

Volume (l)

380

480

440

340

480

650

450

Load capacity (kg)

75

75

75

75

75

75

75

Max pairs of skis
or snowboards

6-8

6-8

4-6

6-8

6-8

5-6

Dual-Side

Dual-Side

Dual-Side

Mounting system

Power-Grip

Opening

Power-Grip

Dual-Side

Dual-Side

Dual-Force

•

•

Ski carrier

Accessory
694800

Accessory
694800

•

•

Straps

Single-Side

•

Quick-Snap

•

•

•

•

Accessory
694600

Accessory
694800

Accessory
694900

Accessory 694900

•

•

•

•

•

Central lock

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fits aero bars1

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fits square bars

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TÜV/GS approved

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fulfils City Crash norms

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

180

185

Silver glossy/666

Silver glossy
/679
Black glossy/
679B

Max length carving skis (cm)
Colour

185
Anthracite/670,
Silver
metallic/676,
Black glossy/681

Anthracite/633,
Silver
metallic/636,
Black glossy/650

Silver glossy/660

180
Silver glossy/680

Tech silver/678

¹ Applies when using Thule´s original carrier. Please consult your Thule dealer before using another manufacturer´s carrier.

EasyBase

Name

Thule EasyBase
949

Size (cm)

Thule EasyBike
948-1

948-2

1

2

Thule BackUp

Thule EasyBasket

Thule EasyBag

900

948-3

948-4

147x57x70

126x56x11

110x55x53

120x60x78

Max. number of bikes
Load capacity (kg)

60

17

2x17

50

60

Weight (kg)

15

1,6

3,2

14

6

4

TÜV/EuroBE approved

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fulfils City Crash norms

•

•

•

•

•

•

Miscellaneous
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Rear lights. Locks carrier to
car with accessory 957.

By combining 948-1 and
948-2 it is possible to
transport 3 bikes. Fits frame
dimensions (mm) 20-70.
Fits all wheel dimensions.
Locks bike to carrier
with accessory 526.

Volume (l) 420. Rear opening. Mounting system 80 mm
U-bolt. Colour Grey.
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Volume (l) 315.
Straps included. Taped
seams and a seales zipper
with integrated lock.

New!

What colour do
you want your
box to be?
Thule Pacific

Thule Ocean

Thule Ranger

100

200

500

600

700

80

90

500

139x90x39

175x82x45

226x55x37

190x63x39

232x70x40

133x86x37

110x80x40

190x50x30

134x85

169x76

221x47

185x55

226x62

127x82

105x75

185x45

12

14

12

13

15

10

7

10

370

460

330

340

460

320

340

300

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

4-5

4-6

4-5

•

•

Fast-Grip

U-bolt

Easy-Snap

Easy-Snap

Single-side

Rear

Side/rear

Single-side

•

•

•

Accessory
694500

Accessory
694600

Accessory
694700

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Snap lock

Snap lock

Snap lock

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

180
Silver grey/
6315

Anthracite

Incl.

•

Silver grey/
6312

Silver metallic

4/4

•

Silver grey/
6311

Black glossy

Tech silver

•
185

Silver grey/
6316
Anthracite/
6316A

Silver grey/
6317
Anthracite/
6317A

Grey/ 688

Black/silver
grey 6011

Black/ Silver grey
6035

Silver glossy

Silver grey

Features
01

05

02

03

06

01. Power-Grip
Unique, patented quick mounting system. The grip
claws are tightened around the load bar as the
knobs inside the box are turned. Self-centering over
the load bar for top security and CityCrash tested
for a maximum load of 75 kg. Fits load carrier bars
up to 80 mm width. Standard on Thule Spirit and
Atlantis.
02. Fast-Grip
Patented Fast-Grip solution for easy fixing of the
box. Attach the mounting hardware inside the box,
then tighten the grip claws around the load carrier
bars by turning the knobs. Fits carrier bars up to as
much as 90 mm width. Standard on Thule Pacific.

04

05

07

08

03. Quick-Snap
Patented quick mounting system for fast, easy and
secure mounting. For load bar up to 80 mm width.
Standard on Thule X1.

06. Dual-Side
Allows you to open the box from both sides, for
easy mounting, loading and unloading. Standard
on Thule Spirit, Atlantis and X1.

04. Easy-Snap
Patented quick mounting system for quick and easy
fitting. For load bar up to 80 mm width. Standard
on Thule Ranger.

07. Dual-Force
A patented spring system for easy opening and
closing of the box. Standard on all Thule boxes.

05. Thule diffuser technology
Longitudinal air channels and a spoiler on the
box base minimize air resistance, wind noise and
vibrations for best possible driving performance.
Standard on Thule Spirit.
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08. Central locking
Patented safety locking system – the key can
only be removed if all locking points are closed.
Standard on all Thule boxes with side opening.
A new grip-friendly key for better handling is
standard on Thule Spirit and Atlantis.
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W at e r S p o r t s C a r r i e r s
New!

Name

Thule
Hull-a-Port
Pro

Thule
Hull-a-Port

Thule
Kayak
Carrier

Thule
Hydroglide

Thule
Kayak
Carrier

Thule
Canoe
Carrier

Thule MultiPurpose
Carrier

837

835-1

874

873

520-1

579

855

1 kayak

1 kayak

1 kayak

1 kayak

1-2 kayaks

1 canoe

1-3 paddles

2x400

2x400

2x400

2x400

2x275

2x400

2x35

•

•

•

•

•*

•*

Load capacity
Length of strap (cm)
Rubber protection
for buckle
Fits all mast
dimensions

Up to 10 cm in
diameter.

Fits other crafts

533

Thule Wave
Surf Carrier

833

1 sailboard + 2 masts

2x180

•

•

•

•

•

Surfboard or
small boat

Small boat

Masts etc.

Surfboards

Accessory
538

•

Accessory 538

•*

•

Accessory
538

Accessory
538

Accessory
538

Fits aero bars1

•*

•*

•

•

•

Fits square bars

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

TÜV approved

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Miscellaneous

*Fits around
the bars and
not into the
T-slot.
Foldable.

*Fits around
the bars and
not into the
T-slot.

Available in
4-pack

Available in
4-pack

*Protection
for buckle.

*Protection
for buckle.

*Fits around
the bars and
not into the
T-slot.

1-2 surfboards

2x275

Surfboard or
small boat

Accessory 538

832

2x275

Surfboard or
small boat
Accessory 538

Lock

Thule
Sailboard
Carrier

Accessory 538
•*
•

•

•
*Fits around
the bars and
not into the
T-slot.

¹ Applies when using Thule´s original carrier. Please consult your Thule dealer before using another manufacturer´s carrier.

Features
01. Thule Hydroglide is so easy to load that one
person can do it
As the rear supports are large and felted, you can simply slide
the kayak up onto the car roof.

01

02. Rubber protection for buckle
Protects your surfboard or kayak while facilitating the loading
process.

03

03. Thule Multi Purpose Carrier takes care of everything
from oars to masts
All the extra equipment you need out on the water, such as oars,
paddles, masts, etc. sits securely on the car roof in the Thule
Multi Purpose Carrier.

02

Carrier Baskets
New!

Name

Thule Xpedition

Thule Xplorer

Thule Xperience

Thule Standard

820

821

713

714

715

828

581

582

79x128

99x158

85x132

85x93

104x132

112x99

80x102

100x102

Lock

•

•

Accessory 538

With One Key System

Accessory 538

Fits aero bars1

•

•

With adapter 878

•

With adapter 878

Fits square bars

•

•

TÜV approved

•

•

Size (cm)

Miscellaneous

Aluminium.
Points of attachment
adjustable to the load carrier in
both length and width.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Aluminium. Points of attachment adjustable
to the load carrier in length.

¹ Applies when using Thule´s original carrier. Please consult your Thule dealer before using another manufacturer´s carrier.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Includes a fairing and
two square bars.

Fold-down ends.
2 carrier baskets can be attached
together with adapter 584.

Ski Carriers

Name

Thule Xtender

Thule Deluxe

Thule Snowpro

Thule Snowpro
Uplifted

Thule Snowliner

739

740

726

727

745

746

747

748

737

738

Max pairs of skis
or snowboards

6/4

3/2

4/2

6/4

3/2

4/2

3+3/2+2

4/2

4/2

6/4

Loading width (cm)

30

40

30+30

40

40

60

•

•

•

•

•

•

60

30

40

60

Extra large push-button

•

•

•

•

Wide rubber protectors

•

•

•

•

Room for high bindings

•

•

•

•

Locks skis to carrier

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Locks carrier to load carrier

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fits aero bars1

•

•

•

•

Fits square bars

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TÜV approved

•

Miscellaneous

Aluminium. Extendable for easier loading and unloading.

•

With adapter 888

With adapter 887

Aluminium. 25 mm raise adapter
included. Cannot be raised when
mounted on aero bars.

Raised 30 mm,
making room for
higher bindings.

¹ Applies when using Thule´s original carrier. Please consult your Thule dealer before using another manufacturer´s carrier.

Features
01. Extendable for easier loading and unloading
Thule Xtender 739 with patented slide function that makes it
easy to load skis without having to stretch over the car roof.

02

02. Extra wide push button
Opening mechanism that you can manage even while wearing
thick ski gloves. A detail that is featured on most ski carriers.
01
03

03. Room for high bindings
Thule Deluxe is a ski carrier that can be raised by up to 25 mm.
Thule Snowpro Uplifted has a fixed extra height of 30 mm, for
transporting skis with higher bindings. Avoids damage to the
car roof.

Special Carriers

Name

Height (cm)

Thule Strap Winch

Thule Ladder Carrier

Thule Load-Stop

Thule Load-Stop

552

548

502

503

25

9

9

Length of strap (cm)

2x190

1x275

Accessory 538

•

Accessory 538

Accessory 538

Fits square bars

•

•

•

•

TÜV approved

•

•

•

•

Miscellaneous

Strap and load-stop in one. Sets of
2 pcs.

Holds up to 3 ladders in place.
Includes 3 load stops.

4 movable load-stops.
Load anchored in place with
help of Thule strap (not included).

4 movable load-stops.
Can be anchored in place with help
of Thule Strap. See page 51.

Lock
Fits aero bars

1

¹ Applies when using Thule´s original carrier. Please consult your Thule dealer before using another manufacturer´s carrier.
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Ultimate safety
Before a Thule product is brought to the market, it goes through rigorous testing. It is exposed to everything from icy
cold to desert heat and long-term UV radiation. Then we move onto tensile tests, shock tests, road test, endurance tests,
aerodynamic tests and crash tests. However, test benches and test laboratories are just the beginning. All the features
that make it simple and convenient for you to carry your equipment are tested exhaustively out in the real world.
Our long-established approach to safety is deeply rooted in the soul of the company. And the approach is based on
many years of working with the world’s automotive industry. Safety is a common theme running through the entire product
range, and you can therefore rest assured that your Thule product will handle tough treatment year after year, without
losing any of its performance.

Tested in laboratories.

100x26 mm

75x19,5 mm

Toughened up in a hard and demanding world.

Every product in the Thule range has been developed and manufactured according to exact specifications and is rigor50x13 mm
ously tested to ensure that it meets the safety and reliability requirements of industry-specific ISO and DIN standards. This
is essentially the test programme that every Thule product has to undergo before it is launched onto the market.

The tough journey from concept to finished product
25x6,5 mm

The tests start as soon
as the product idea is
born.
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A computer simulation of the
product’s characteristics is
run, based on the specifications provided by the product
developers and the testing
engineers.

A prototype is produced from
a plan that comprises around
20 different points. The first
tests are carried out in a
laboratory environment.

www.thule.com

The prototype is then
tested in the real world
with test drives, evasive
manoeuvre tests, braking
tests, high-speed tests, and
so on.

Evaluations are carried
out, any adjustments made
and tools manufactured for
series production. Materials,
surface finishes, etc.
are chosen.

”

The Reliability

“

Once a product has successfully completed
our comprehensive and detailed test plan
and is ready for launch,
we test it again.

The result: Reliability in every respect.

The first ten units
produced are taken out
for the same comprehensive testing as the
prototype.

The user-friendliness
of the product and the
clarity of the fitting
instruction is evaluated
through practical user
tests.

Once all the tests have been completed and any adjustments made,
the product is sent to Germany for
GS-approval through safety testing
that is just as stringent as Thule’s
own.
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Development of the product is
complete. But one test remains.
To make sure the product is properly protected in its packaging, it
is sent on a round trip by air, truck
or other means of transport.

Only now is the product
ready to be launched onto
the market!
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Go with the world leader within
Sports Utility Transportation
CAR RACK SYSTEM

The ultimate Car Rack System to bring
your gear and add space to your car.

TRAILERS

Trailers for both leisure and professional
needs.

TOW B ARS

Towbars with perfect fit for every car make
and model imaginable.

R V ACCESSORIES

Accessories to help you get more out of
your holiday.

Wherever you want to go
Whether you’re off to the other side of the world or just
going around the corner, seeking the best biking trails or
the finest riding terrain, Thule has everything you need to
transport your equipment – safely, easily and in style.
Whatever you’re driving
Whatever car you drive, Thule has a transport solution
with perfect fit to help you bring the equipment you need.
We have the towbar to hitch up the caravan or the trailer,
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SNOW CHAINS

Snow chains that get you there on winter
roads.

as well as the snow chains to get you safely from A to B.
If you want to get the most out of your RV vacation, we have
the accessories.
Whatever you want to bring along
For canoes, kayaks, bikes, skis, horses, cars, snow
scooters, camping equipment, trailers, caravans, ladders
and other gear, Thule has the perfect solution.
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CARGO MANAGEMENT

PROFESSIONAL

ORIGINAL E Q UIPMENT

The smartest storage and organization
solutions for your car.

Fully integrated load carrier systems for
work vans and professional users.

If your car has a factory mounted roof rail it
has probably been made by us.

It’s easier

It’s safer

It´s more stylish

You can always identify a Thule
product by its perfect fit, simple
mounting and ease of loading.
It is as easy to fit our products to the
car as it is to load and unload your
gear from them.

Before a product can carry one of
Thule’s brands, it has to go through
tough and stringent tests in laboratories and the real world. As a result,
our products meet and exceed
international safety requirements
long before they become the market
standard.

Design is just as important as safety
and function. Our products are
made to complete and enhance the
lines of your vehicle and the design
of your leisure gear.

www.thule.com
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The website allows you to examine Thule’s load carrier systems in detail and quickly
find out exactly which carrier fits your car. If you want to know where your nearest
dealer is, this is the easiest place to find out. At thule.com we also present a wide
range of other transport solutions from Thule – for active people and professionals
wanting to transport their equipment by vehicles. Safely, easily and in style.

Thule Sweden AB,
Box 69, SE-330 33 Hillerstorp, Sweden.
Tel +46 370-255 00, Fax +46 370-229 08.
www.thule.com

5210883020. Local variations in product range may occure. Production: edison. Photo: Richard Hammarskiöld/edison, Micke Strinnhed, Pelle Wahlgren.

Discover more Thule products for
active people at www.thule.com

